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Current role:  

 Senior Research Fellow  
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 Research Fellow 

Sector:  

 Higher Education 
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 Charities & NGOs 

Since completing her PhD, J. has been a UCL Senior Research Fellow based in Nepal working with 

partners to conduct community based research on health systems, maternal and new born health and 

women's empowerment.  In 2011, J. also joined a health care foundation based in Nepal, conducting 

research on health systems and evaluating interventions to increase rural retention of health workers.   

J.’s career choices have been primarily motivated by, ‘Interesting research and research that is policy 

relevant’ for which a PhD is essential in her area of expertise. J. adds that her PhD qualification also gives 

her credibility when engaging with stakeholders across community health and supports her career 

progression. J. was challenged in finding employment after completing her PhD by the associated 

difficulties of creating successful funding applications for projects – something that is never easy. She was 

able to secure employment in the health policy field through targeting personal contacts.  

In her current role, J. explains that she analyses complex information, meets deadlines, manages projects, 

solves technical problems and works collaboratively - all transferable skills she feels she gained while 

working as a Research Fellow at UCL, rather than directly through her PhD.  While completing her PhD, J. 

attended conferences but found it hard to participate in courses offered by UCL Career Services and the 

Graduate School due to being based overseas.  

J. has one piece of key advice for PhD students who wish to work in the academic field: ‘Disseminate your 

PhD as widely as possible, that way you get more contact with professionals who might want to write you 

into funding proposals, or you write a funding proposal with them.’ 
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Reflecting on her own career, J. stresses the importance of picking a topic that you find entirely fascinating 

that you can focus on for four years. Adding, ‘Think about whether a PhD is really necessary for the career 

you want to pursue.’  
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